A role for convergent evolution in the secretory life of cells.
The role of convergent evolution in biological adaptation is increasingly appreciated. Many clear examples have been described at the level of individual proteins and for organismal morphology, and convergent mechanisms have even been invoked to account for similar community structures that are shared between ecosystems. At the cellular level, an important area that has received scant attention is the potential influence of convergent evolution on complex subcellular features, such as organelles. Here, we show that existing data strongly argue that convergent evolution underlies the similar properties of specialized secretory vesicles, called dense core granules, in the animal and ciliate lineages. We discuss both the criteria for judging convergent evolution and the contribution that such evolutionary analysis can make to improve our understanding of processes in cell biology. The elucidation of these underlying evolutionary relationships is vital because cellular structures that are assumed to be analogous, owing to shared features, might in fact be governed by different molecular mechanisms.